Abstract. Based on the theory about the electrostatic, the non-uniformly distributed load and the coupling between the electrostatic force and the deformation of the flexible beam are considered, the deformation analysis of the electrostatic driven flexible beam is done, the mathematic model about the deformation of the flexible beam under different driven voltage is established and the equation for calculating the pull-in voltage is given. The flexible beam is designed and machined, its deformation are analyzed with the above method and model. The test system is built, the deformation of the flexible beam under different driven voltage and the pull-in voltage are tested, which contrasted with the theoretical results. The validity of the mathematic model above is proved.
Introduction
With the development of MEMS and the micro-nano test technology, the driving methods are developed. The electrostatic driven is widely used in MEMS compliant structures because of its large driven work range, simple loading mode and it is easier integrated with microelectronics.
Compliant structure is the most important component in the MEMS mechanism, the flexible beam is one of the most commonly used structure form in the micro-actuator and micro-sensor. The electrostatic driven exists the coupling between the deformation of the flexible beam and the electricity, the deformation is nonlinear. When the driven voltage exceeds a certain limit, the pull-in will produce between the flexible beam and the fixed electrode which is one of the important characteristic in the electrostatic driven. The study on the electrostatic driven, the electricity was discreted and was considered as point load, in fact, it is non-uniform distribution load, so in this paper a new method is proposed and the mathematical model is established used for calculating the deformation of the electrostatic driven flexible beam, the equation used for calculating the pull-in voltage is established, which can be used for providing the reasonable driven voltage.
The Deformation of the Electrostatic Driven MEMS Flexible Beam
The capacitor structure are formed with the electrostatic driven flexible beam and the fixed electrode, which is shown in 
The Mathematical Model about the Deformation of the Electrostatic Driven Flexible Beam
Based on the capacitor theory, the static electricity between the infinite plate capacitor is determined as:
Where,  is the dielectric constant; a,b are the length and width of the capacitor plate; U is the voltage between the capacitor plate; d is the distance between the capacitor plate;
The voltage is applied to the capacitor shown in Fig1, the flexible beam is deformed, the static electricity is non-uniform distribution load. The center line of the flexible beam is used for denoting its deformation position which shown in the Fig2, the dotted line and the solid line denote respectively the position of the flexible beam before and after deformation.
Take a point on the flexible beam away from the fixed end of the flexible beam x, the deformation of the point and the distance between the point and the fixed electrode are denoted respectively as y(x) and d(x) which shown in Fig2, so the static electricity of the point can be determined as:
Where, 0 d is the initial distance between the flexible beam and the fixed electrode; In Fig2, the deformation of the point A and B on the beam is denoted as , ab yy , so the deformation of the point away from the fixed end x is determined as:
Where, a y is the slope of the point A after deformation; Choosing tiny parts dx on the beam away from the fixed end of the beam x, so the static electricity can be determined as:
Integrating to equation (4), so the static electricity of the flexible beam can be determined as:
Because of the scale effect, the deformation and the static electricity of the electrostatic driven flexible beam are all very little. The slope of the deformation of the flexible beam is approximately represented with the tangent of the angle deformation, so the static electricity can be determined as: The static electricity torque of the flexible beam can be determined as: Suppose the equivalent stiffness of the flexible beam is k and the angle deformation of the flexible beam is  under a certain voltage, based on the torque balance, the equation can be determined as:
With the equation (7) and (8), the equation can be determined as:
With the equation (9), the angle deformation of the flexible beam under a certain voltage can be determined as: With equation (6) and (7) and the angle deformation, the static electricity and static electricity torque under a certain voltage can be calculated.
The Pull-in Voltage of the Electrostatic Driven Flexible Beam
The deformation will increase with the increase of the driven voltage which will lead to the static electricity increasing more quickly, so the pull-in will happen between the flexible beam and the fixed electrode. Supposed as follow with equation (10): 
With the pull-in voltage and the breakdown voltage, the electrostatic driven voltage range can be determined as: 
The Theoretical Deformation Analysis of the Electrostatic Driven MEMS Flexible Beam
The angle deformation is calculated under different voltage with equation (10) 
The Deformation Test of the Electrostatic Driven MEMS Flexible Beam The Test System
The electrostatic driven voltage is supplied by the DC regulated power is used. Considering the demands about MEMS compliant structure test and voltage supply, the test circuit is designed which shown in Fig4. The test system is built and the local test system are shown in Fig5. Fig. 4 The Test Circuit Fig. 5 The Local Test System of Electrostatic Driven
The Driven Voltage Range
The theoretical pull-in voltage is calculated by the equation (11) When the driven voltage is increased to 110V and is increased continuously to 114V, the pull-in between the flexible beam and fixed electrode is happened and is shown in Fig7. The theoretical result is 112.8V and its error is about 1.05%.
The Result Analysis
Based on the results of the table1 and table2, the theoretical result is similar to the experimental test results. The most important error reason is the change of Young's modulus because of micro-machining, the others are the machining error ,observation error and reading error.
Conclusion
1) The deformation characteristic study is done about the electrostatic driven MEMS flexible beam, the distributed load and nonlinear of the static electricity are considered, the mathematical model is established for calculating the deformation of the flexible beam; The pull-in is the important characteristic of the electrostatic driven, the equation about calculating the pull-in voltage is established; The theoretical deformation is calculated with the method above;
2)The MEMS flexible beam is designed and machined, the test system is built, the test circuit is designed. The driven voltage range is decided based on the pull-in voltage and breakdown voltage, the deformation of the flexible beam under different voltages is tested;
3) The comparative analysis between the theoretical results and the test results is done, the two results are consistent, so the analysis method and mathematical model about deformation of the flexible beam is correct. The error reason is analyzed.
